
1. What is Afrimax’s Fair Usage Policy (FUP)?

Afrimax’s FUP represents a reasonable, maximum limit, on the total volume of internet data available for use by 
subscribers to one of Afrimax’s unlimited bonus data plans for the duration of their validity.

2. Why does Afrimax need an FUP?

a. Afrimax’s unlimited bonus data plans are designed to provide “always on” internet connectivity, for a defined 
validity period and at a fixed price. In creating (and setting prices) for such unlimited data plans, Afrimax makes 
generous estimates levels of “unlimited” internet data likely to be utilised by typical customers.

b. Unfortunately, we observe that a small number of customers are consistently using volumes of data that are 
excessively high. And that this level of over-use harms the experience of many other customers on our network. 
The provisions of Afrimax’s FUP are designed to ensure that excessive data usage can be curbed via remedies 
that are fair and balanced and that can be applied consistently across our customer base.

3. Why is there a limit on Afrimax’s unlimited data plan?

a. Afrimax sees real benefit in customers being able to access internet data on an “always on” basis: so, for a 
defined validity period and at a fixed budget. However, to be able to sustain availability of such data plans, 
there needs to be reasonable and balanced levels of usage, across our customer base. It is the case that a small 
number of our customers consistently use volumes of data that we regard as excessively high.

b. These excessive data users are undermining the experience of other users on our network with the risk 
that providing unlimited bonus data, to all customers, becomes difficult or impossible to sustain. Afrimax is 
determined to maintain unlimited bonus data, for the vast majority of customers whose usage reasonable, so 
we must address the problem directly with those customers who are excessive users.

4. What action is being taken to curb excessive data usage?

a. At present, Afrimax is reaching out to the small number of excessive users and highlighting the excessive 
data usage situation. If such customers are unable to modify their usage, we encourage them to consider an 
upgrade to an unlimited bonus data plan with more resources. Interestingly, such is the seamless convenience 
of Afrimax’s unlimited bonus data plans that, many excessive users are unaware of their usage levels. We also 
take the opportunity to remind customers of the Fair Usage provisions within (Clause 7 of ) Afrimax’s Sale Terms 
& Conditions.

b. From January 2022, however, this informal approach will be changed and a numerical FUP Allowance will be 
set, within our Charging systems, and applied to total volumes of data that can be used on an unlimited bonus 
data plan within a fixed validity period.

5. What do Afrimax’s Sale Terms & Conditions (Clause 7) say about Fair Usage?

a. Use of the Services is subject to the following fair usage policy (“FUP”):

i. You must use the Services in a reasonable manner. We reserve the right to monitor and control Service 
usage and/or types of traffic transmitted on the Network. In certain circumstances, for example consistent 
heavy use of the services, we may limit access bandwidth and network resources in our endeavour to 
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provide best possible broadband Internet experience to all our customers.

ii. FUP is applicable to all Data Plans in force now or in the future, as offered by us, unless specifically withdrawn, 
excluded or modified at our sole discretion.

iii. Despite the above, if you are found intentionally violating FUP, for example through unreasonable levels 
of use, we reserve the right to increase the charges or suspend or terminate your account immediately, 
without prior notice and without prejudice to any other rights available under these terms.

 
6. Is there a specific numerical FUP data limit on individual Afrimax unlimited data plans?

a. Afrimax will introduce a specific FUP Allowance for each of its unlimited bonus data plans. These FUP Allowances 
will be announced on 01 January 2022 and applied to all unlimited bonus data plans, as they are renewed after 
that date.

b. We would point out that FUP Allowances, which will be specific to each individual data plan and validity period, 
will be extremely generous and likely to affect only a small fraction of our customers. For affected customers: 
those using excessive amounts of internet data, their access to internet data will be blocked when they reach 
their FUP Allowance, before the end of their data plan’s validity period.

7. What remedy is available to customers who are blocked on exceeding their FUP 
Allowance?

a. The immediate remedy for customers blocked (on account of exhausting their FUP Allowance) is to purchase a 
Top-up data plan. Such plans offer up to 12 GBs of internet data for 4,100 MK. Other Top-up data plans are also 
available with 500 MBs of internet data for 700 MK. Top up data plans are valid for the remainder of the validity 
period of underlying unlimited bonus data plans.

b. Beyond their ongoing subscription’s validity, heavy users should consider migrating to an unlimited bonus data 
plan that offers more data resources. As each data plan’s FUP Allowance will be linked to its Premium data 
resources, those with more Premium data will also feature a higher FUP Allowance.

c. In addition, heavy users should consider subscribing to an unlimited bonus data plan with the added option 
NightShift data: all internet data used between midnight and 06:00 hours, daily, will not count towards the FUP 
Allowance.

8. Why does Afrimax not simply refuse to renew subscriptions unlimited bonus data plan 
subscriptions for customers with a track record of excessive data usage?

a. This approach remains an option available to Afrimax and is a right that is reserved within Afrimax’s Sale Terms 
& Conditions.

b. However, notwithstanding this reserved flexibility, and certainly in the first instance, Afrimax is keen to maintain 
a fair and balanced approach to all customers. We will therefore commence formally enforcing generous but 
definite FUP Allowances across our portfolio of unlimited bonus data plans from 01 January 2022.

9. How will this change to Afrimax’s Sale Terms & Conditions be communicated?

a. Firstly, we must confirm there is no change to Afrimax’s Sale Terms & Conditions. These remain as they are 
today and are unchanged. The change is the addition of a specific FUP Allowance, where previously it was 
left unquantified. Afrimax believes it is fairer for the FUP Allowances to be specific and transparent to all our 
customers.

b. As regards communications, Afrimax will write to all its customers, by email, during December 2021 to 
communicate the FUP Allowance applicable to their data plan. FUP Allowances will also be displayed 
alongside our product information at afrimax.net. We will also be communicating other exciting changes to our 
enhancements to our unlimited bonus data plan at the same time. So, do please continue to watch this space.
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